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ABSTRACT
“Gaming the system” is the phenomenon where students at-
tempt to perform well by systematically exploiting properties
of the learning system, rather than learning the material. Fre-
quent gaming tends to cause bad learning outcomes. Though
existing studies tackle the problem by redesigning the system
workflow to change students’ behaviors automatically, gaming
students discover new ways to game. We instead propose a
novel way, reflective nudge, to reflectively influence students’
attitudes by conveying reasons not to game via information
visualizations. Particularly, we identify three common gaming
contexts and involve students and instructors in co-designing
three context-specific persuasive visualizations. We deploy
our information visualizations in a real online learning plat-
form. Through embedded surveys and in-person interviews,
we find some evidence that the designs can promote students’
reflection on gaming, and suggestive data that two of them can
reduce gaming compared with control groups. Furthermore,
we present insights into reflective nudge designs and practical
issues concerning deployment.

Author Keywords
Information Visualization; Online Learning; Gaming the
system; Reflective Nudge; Reflection.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Information visualiza-
tion; •Applied computing→ E-learning;

INTRODUCTION
“Gaming the system” in online education refers to the phe-
nomenon where students systematically exploit properties and
regularities of the learning system, rather than learning the ma-
terial [10]. Common gaming behaviors identified by previous
literature include systematic trial-and-error and abuse of help
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(clicking through hints to get the answer) without thinking
about how to solve the problem [11, 12, 9]. Such behaviors
have been observed in educational games [27, 30], intelligent
tutoring systems [11], online learning environments such as
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), and flipped class-
rooms [35]. The frequency of “gaming the system” behavior
has a strongly negative correlation to learning outcomes [11,
12]. Students who game the system tend to have reduced
learning gains [11, 12, 13, 20] and lower long-term academic
achievements [41].

Most existing studies [4, 33, 24, 18] were proposed to re-
duce gaming by tweaking the system to make it harder to
game. Though these methods are effective to a certain extent,
they force students to follow the system setups automatically
without encouraging their reflection on why gaming is not
good. As a consequence, gaming students may discover new
ways to work around these micro-interventions [33]. In other
words, if tweaks fail to promote people’ reflection on why
a behavior change is necessary, their effects may fade away
quickly once removed [15]. Therefore, it is critical to design
reflective mechanisms that can promote students’ reflection on
gaming behavior and reduce gaming proactively by convey-
ing information on reasons not to game according to different
contexts.

Data visualization is one of the various ways to covey this
kind of information. Its persuasiveness has been revealed in
a wide range of recent research [19, 36, 1, 46]. For example,
visualizations contribute more to peoples’ understanding and
persuasion than text in estimating drug efficacy or changing
the attitude toward political topics [36]. In this paper, we pro-
pose the use of visualizations to convey reasons not to game.
The reasoning information and the persuasive visualization
work together as the reflective nudge to encourage students’ re-
flection, instead of directly intervening on their behaviors. As
introductory programming is one of the most popular courses
on E-platforms such as edX [3], we consider the context of
an online programming homework platform used in a large
university-level introductory programming course and inves-
tigate three research questions (RQs). RQ1: What are the
typical contexts in which students may try to game the system
and what are the possible negative consequences on learn-
ing when gaming occurs in these contexts? RQ2: What are
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the ways to encode information for communicating reasons
not to game in various contexts into reflective nudge to stu-
dents? RQ3: What are the design considerations for creating
reflective nudge to promote reflection in online learning?

To answer these questions, we worked closely with students,
instructors, and developers of the online learning system dur-
ing the whole investigation. For RQ1, to identify the common
beliefs that are amenable to change with the help of reflective
nudge, we interviewed 16 students about the specific context(s)
they would game and three course instructors (one of them is
also a system developer) about the nature and ramifications
of gaming in each context. For RQ2, we performed an itera-
tive co-design with instructors and students and consolidated
various design alternatives into three persuasive visualizations,
targeting the gaming beliefs acquired in RQ1. For RQ3, we
deployed our designs in the actual online learning system
with 205 students taking the course. Students were randomly
divided into four groups: one control group and three experi-
mental groups (corresponding to the three information visu-
alizations). For each information visualization, we collected
students’ ratings on the efficacy of information conveyance,
reflection promotion, and visualization understanding through
embedded surveys following the exercises. Additionally, stu-
dents’ submission logs were analyzed to check the potential
gaming reduction. Furthermore, we conducted in-depth inter-
views with eight students to obtain their detailed feedback on
the pros and cons of each visualization design as well as the
room for improvement.

The key contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

1. We proposed a novel way – reflective nudge (reasoning in-
formation + persuasive visualization) – to address “gaming
the system” behavior from the root. By interviewing stu-
dents and instructors, we identified specific gaming contexts
and students’ beliefs that are amenable to change through
persuasive visualizations.

2. We developed three persuasive visualizations to encode the
reasons not to game and deployed them in an actual online
homework system for students to experience. Feedback sug-
gests that our designs evoked students to revisit their beliefs
and promoted awareness of the ramifications of gaming to a
certain extent. We also spotted some initial signs of reduced
gaming behaviors after exposure to our designs compared
with the control conditions.

3. We reported results from in-depth interviews with students
who received these information visualizations to gain in-
sights into reflective nudge designs in online learning and
practical issues concerning deployment.

RELATED WORK
We first introduce the background of “gaming the system”
behavior, then discuss the existing methods that address gam-
ing behaviors and their limitations, and finally present related
work on reflective nudges via information visualization.

“Gaming the System” Behavior
Gaming the system is a severe problem that exists in various
forms on different kinds of learning platforms. E.g., in ed-
ucational games [27, 30], students try to obtain top scores

without learning any educational materials in the game. An-
other example in online course discussion forums [17] shows
that students try to get credits by posting meaningless contents.
This situation becomes even worse in intelligent systems as
much gaming behavior can be exploited [4, 11, 24, 33]. Gen-
erally, there are two common types of gaming behaviors in
intelligent tutoring systems [9]: quickly and repeatedly asking
for help until the correct answer is provided, and quickly and
systematically guessing the answers until correct (e.g., guess-
ing numbers in order (1,2,3,4...) or ticking every checkbox or
their combinations for multiple-choice questions). The pre-
vious study reported that a considerable number of students
have been detected as having gaming behavior in MOOCs [35].
E.g., students even create two accounts for one course (one ac-
count is for guessing the correct answer and the answer is then
used for the other account). It is reported that the ratio of stu-
dents who were having any forms of gaming behavior during
their study has reached a substantial ratio of 10-40% [9].

Therefore, there is an opportunity that designing technical
interventions to help students regulate their attitudes and be-
haviors in online learning systems instead of wasting time on
gaming, which is associated with less learning gains and lower
long-term academic attainment [11, 12, 13, 20, 41].

Existing Mechanisms Addressing Gaming Behavior
Various researches have studied, proposed, and created inter-
ventions to address “gaming the system” behavior. In early
studies, researchers added constraints to the system and ap-
plied the rules to all the students to prevent gaming behavior.
For example, researchers introduced a two-second delay be-
tween each level of a multi-level hint to prevent students from
clicking through hints quickly without processing them [4].
Researchers also re-designed the system to not give a hint
until the student had spent a minimum amount of time on the
current problem [24]. The disadvantage of these approaches
is that they reduce the usefulness of the help features for non-
gaming students [11]. To overcome this drawback, researchers
have developed techniques on detecting gaming behavior us-
ing machine learning [9, 39] or feature engineering [23, 31].
They applied interventions only when students were detected
as having gaming behavior, e.g., imposing more exercises on
gaming students [18]. However, gaming students may discover
new ways to work around these behavior interventions [33].
Previous research pointed out that it is hard to reform gaming
students by only tackling the gaming symptoms [9].

Most of these methods are automatic mechanisms. Accord-
ing to the dual-process theories of decision-making in human
behavioristics, people have two different thinking modes: au-
tomatic and reflective [26]. The automatic thinking mode
dominates in contexts that demand quick decisions with little
effort. It is instinctive, emotional, and unconscious. In con-
trast, the reflective mode allocates mental attention to make
decisions. It is effortful, rational, and conscious. Little work
has attempted to solve the problem using reflective mecha-
nisms. One study tried to incorporate a virtual agent to express
negative emotion when students were detected as having gam-
ing behavior [18] and another study showed the performance
graph to raise students’ reflection [7]. However, nudging meth-
ods that lack educational effects fail to maintain efficacy once
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Contexts of gaming the system
# of
interviewees
(out of 16)

C1: When students are busy, they may
game to save time on this course. 10

C2: When faced with difficult problems,
they feel frustrated and game
to keep up the pace.

8

C3: They think some concepts are
unimportant, thus game quickly through. 3

C4: When the video is not clear, they
do not want to spend time on exercises. 2

C5: When the deadline is at noon, they
can not get up early in the morning. 2

Table 1. Contexts in which students would game.

they are removed [15]. Thus, it is vital to convey informa-
tion about reasons not to game in various contexts to promote
students’ reflection from the root.

Persuasiveness of Information Visualization
Data visualization is increasingly being adopted as a power-
ful and influential way to convey messages [36]. Particularly,
the persuasiveness of information visualization has been men-
tioned in a range of research to change people’s attitudes and
behaviors [36, 1, 46]. One branch of work tries to utilize data
visualization to change people’s attitudes. For example, An-
shul et al. compared the effect of visualization (chart) versus
text (table) in terms of changing people’s political attitudes.
Results show that treatments with a graphical representation
of the data (charts) are more likely to persuade participants
who have neutral/weakly polarized opinions to change their
attitudes as compared to treatments with the tabular represen-
tation of the data (tables) [36]. Other work attempts to use
visualizations to change people’s behavior. Agapie et al. [1]
created an aureole around the query text box and it becomes
blue when information is added to encourage longer queries
in information seeking. The author observed that users typed
longer than the absence of the aureole. Similarly, Turland et
al. [46] used color (i.e. red for insecure networks and green for
trusted ones) and position (i.e. placing the most secure options
at the top) to label the networks’ security. They found that
color and positioning combined led to a significantly increas-
ing rate of secure network selection for 60% of the participants
while nudging by positioning alone was ineffective.

Studies have also been conducted in the domain of education,
exploring the transformation of visualization into students’
learning dashboards in order to encourage learning [2, 28, 16].
Lisa et al. [28] explored students’ sense-making on visualiza-
tions with different frames of reference. One key finding is that
the transformation of visualization in learning is complex and
that students’ learning dashboards should be supplemented
with tailored messages that connect learning tasks with course
goals or desired attributes [38]. The aforementioned work
provided insights into designing persuasive visualizations con-
veying tailored information that promote students’ reflection
on their question-answering behavior and gaming behavior.

CONTEXT UNDERSTANDING OF GAMING
This section describes our process of exploring the reason-
ing information for not gaming the system (RQ1). We first
collected the typical contexts where students may game from
students’ perspectives and then queried the possible negative
consequences on learning from the instructors’ perspectives.
Finally, reasons not to game in three typical learning contexts
are summarized.

Students’ Perspectives
We take an online learning system that is used in a large
university-level introductory programming course as our re-
search platform. The system organizes weekly exercises ac-
cording to the lectures and contains 133 tutorial videos, 309
multiple-choice questions, and 61 open-ended programming
problems. We concluded that 46% of the exercises were for
credits, which altogether accounted for 14% of the final grade;
the others were optional. The system allows multiple submis-
sions and provides partial scores (how many correct options in
multiple-choice questions, shown in Fig. 4A for each submis-
sion. Students are required to finish the for-credit exercises
before every week’s deadline.

To understand the frequency of and reasons behind learners’
gaming behaviors in this system, we recruited students on-site
after the lecture and office hours. We told students that none
of the researchers are the instructors and their responses would
be kept anonymous and for research only (not affecting their
course performance) in the consent form before each interview.
Altogether, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 16
students from the first to the third year of study (12 males, age:
23± 3.38), eight of whom are from the CS department. Each
interview lasted about 15 mins. We introduced the purpose of
our interview and asked mainly two questions: 1) How often
do you indulge in gaming behavior, if at all? 2) Under what
circumstances are you likely to game the system and why?
We did not ask about students’ experience with the system
since our pilot interviews showed that when such questions
were presented, students tended to focus more on problems
specific to certain system features instead of gaming behavior
that could happen in any e-learning systems.

From the interview results, we learned that all the intervie-
wees had indulged in gaming behavior on 10-35% of all the
multiple-choice questions during their learning processes on
the platform by trying different options or option combina-
tions quickly (A, B, C, D, AB...) and using the partial score
(Fig. 4A) as the hint. We conducted a thematic analysis of the
interview results and identified five typical contexts in which
students may game the system (Table 4.1). The most common
context is (C1), which was reported by 10 out of the 16 inter-
viewees: when they are busy, they want to game to reduce the
time spent on the course. “(I gamed for) two weeks, when
I had the midterm, or I had stuff in my other courses. And I
had other stuff to work. So I’m really busy. I rushed to save
time”. The second most frequent gaming context is (C2) as
mentioned by eight students: when they encounter difficult
problems, they may give up and game to keep up the pace. “I
assume other students may spend less time on these problems
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and it was the only way [for me] to keep up with others and
get credits”. The other three situations were brought up by
two or three interviewees. E.g., when students determine that
some exercises are not important (C3), find tutorial videos
hard to understand (C4), or have trouble getting up to meet the
deadline at noon (C5), they would feel it is acceptable to just
game the questions rather than spending time watching videos
and solving the problems carefully.

Some of our results are consistent with previous research find-
ings made by Baker et al. [9], who explored why students
game online learning systems. They surveyed 210 high school
students aged 12-14 who used intelligent tutoring systems
(Cognitive Tutors [6] and ASSISTments [44]) as a comple-
mentary way to learn math. The top three reasons to game
reported in their work were the dislike for math, lack of moti-
vation, and frustration with difficult problems. Both their work
and ours find that students tend to game when they do not have
sufficient ability (e.g., C2 difficult question) or motivation
(e.g., C3 trivial concepts in our case). There are two possi-
ble reasons why our interviewees seem to put more concerns
over time (C1 and C5) than on the course’s subject matter (as
in Baker et al.). First, college students have more flexibility
in choosing majors and courses based on their own interests
compared to high-school students. Second, college students
need to manage their own time [25].

Instructors’ Perspectives
We conducted another round of semi-structured interviews
on the context-specific consequences of “gaming the system”
behavior with three course instructors (I1, I2, and I3) from our
university (I1 is also a system developer). All three instructors
have used this online learning system to assist their teaching (
Software Tools and Systems Programming and Introduction to
Programming) for at least three years. Each interview lasted
30-60 mins, with main questions including but not limited:
what are the intentions behind the initial design of the sys-
tem? what’s your observed students’ practice on the system?
what are your attitudes toward certain practices? what are
the suggestions and potential solutions? After transcribing all
three interviews, two of the authors reviewed and coded the
transcriptions independently. Then the same two authors com-
pared codes to merge the similar codes and extracted themes.

First, all three instructors verified that there are indeed many
students who game the system. “The other thing is that stu-
dents are not taking it seriously at first. Many students includ-
ing good students will just game it and try all combinations of
multiple choice because somehow they think that’s faster and
the best use of their time at that moment. Get the credit and
then go on. I have people who come back to my office hours
later and say I didn’t really do it seriously and now I have a
question about this thing.” as stated by I2. I3 added, “When
they come to me in office hours, they’re very embarrassed
because they did this.”

Second, instructors were strongly against “gaming the system”
behavior. I2 noted that “it’s such a waste of time and seems
probably not the best use of time. If people can take it a bit
more seriously in the first place, that would be a better use of
their time in many ways. It would make things better, better

use of lecture time. There are so many reasons why doing it the
first time making sense.” In addition, I1 pointed out that “ the
problem with this is that once they see they got it (by gaming)
and get the green check (an icon appears when students get the
correct answer), they still get that mental cake.” We enquired
of the system developer why repeated submissions are penalty-
free. He explained that this design is to encourage students
to hone their skills through spaced repetition [8], especially
during the reviewing process at the end of the course.

Finally, we summarized instructors’ reflections and sugges-
tions on each of the aforementioned gaming contexts. As for
C1, all instructors stressed that gaming can not save time. “If
you do it halfway, and then you have to come back. You’re
spending one and a half times longer than students who just
try right for the first place. I try to avoid that with myself. I
don’t read your email through and then come back to read in
detail because if I read twice then it’s costly. But little tips
and tricks that make people think that they’re using their time
well. Doing it in this way may not going to be best for them
in the long run.” For C2, instructors suggested that showing
the other students’ number of attempts and the overall pass
rate could reduce students’ anxieties and potentially break the
habit of giving up too soon. “So the median of the attempts
and the first-time pass rate gives you a sense of how difficult
the problem is.” For C3, instructors implied learning is an
accumulative process and that every concept matters. “The
other thing is that it’s (the course) very cumulative in nature.
So you couldn’t realistically jump from week 2 to week 6 and
be able to do week 6.” Instructors believed C4 and C5 could be
addressed by improving the course design in the next semester.

In brief, we conclude three reasons not to game in three typi-
cal learning contexts (C1, C2, and C3). 1) Students game the
homework by randomly guessing answers with the intent to
save time, which would cost them much more time in the re-
view period. 2) Students game in the face of difficult problems
assuming it is the only way to keep up with their peers, but
difficult problems also take other students considerable effort
to solve. 3) Students game problems related to seemingly
unimportant concepts, but the negligence of those concepts
may hinder the mastery of later concepts depending on them.

VISUALIZATION DESIGN ITERATIONS
Based on the three contexts of gaming and reasons not to
game, this section describes how to encode that reasoning
information into persuasive visualizations to raise students’
reflection on gaming (RQ2). First, we derived a set of design
goals based on the previous interviews with the instructors.
We then followed an iterative design process to create the
persuasive visualizations, which involved both instructors and
students. Three high-fidelity persuasive visualizations are
generated and presented at last.

Design Goals
Before mocking up the visualization, we first derived the de-
sign goals according to the interviews with instructors and the
previous literature using visualization in learning [15, 47, 14].

G1. Be informative: encode the reasons not to game. As
mentioned by all three instructors (I1, I2, and I3), students
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know it is not good to guess the correct answer, but they do not
know the severity of this behavior sometimes. E.g., they may
have no ideas about how the learning concepts are connected
and neglect the fact that missing one concept may affect the
learning of future concepts. Thus, we should design different
visualizations to convey various reasons not to game.

G2. Be persuasive: encourage alternative behavior in-
stead of gaming. All instructors mentioned that the visualiza-
tions should encourage taking alternative next steps such as
spending more time on reflection and reviewing prerequisites
instead of gaming. It was also reported in previous work that
students learning dashboards should offer enough actionable
intelligence to optimize students’ self-regulated learning [28].

G3. Be intuitive: make visualizations easy to understand.
Since the target users are college students, most of whom have
no professional training on the visualization literacy [5] (the
capability “to read, comprehend, and interpret” graphs), it is
necessary to encode the information intuitively and straight-
forwardly so that they are easy to understand [40, 28].

Iterative Design Process
We followed an iterative design process similar to [45] for the
persuasive visualizations. During our initial ideation and pro-
totyping phase, we developed 10+ low-fidelity (sketch) design
alternatives based on the above design goals. For each of the
three contexts, we mocked up three to four alternative designs.
Specifically, for the first context (gaming to save time), we
considered using a scatter plot or a line chart to show the rela-
tionship between time spent on solving problems and time on
reviewing before the exam, or showing two examples (good
students and struggling students) of ways to spend their time.
Previous work [21] pointed out that students should be evalu-
ated based on both learning outcomes and habits. Instructors
confirmed that “good students” finish every exercise on time
and have high scores in exams; “struggling students” miss
deadlines sometimes and fail the exams. For the second con-
text (facing difficult problems), we listed average time spent
on this problem, first-time pass rate, or mean attempts to repre-
sent the difficulty level; for the third context (neglecting some
problems), we proposed using a five-star rating or prerequisite-
relationship graph among problems/learning concepts to show
the importance of the current learning concept.

We then conducted two participatory interviews with two in-
structors (I1 and I2) one by one to get feedback on each of the
visualizations. For the first context, they recommended using
two examples (good student and struggling student), which
may be more effective in showing the causality compared with
the line graph or the scatter plot [48]. The line graph or scatter
plot are also not easy to interpret since there are some points
not linearly distributed. Then instructors selected an example
of "good students" and one of "struggling students" from last
semester’s data. For the second context, they suggested com-
bining the mean attempt and first-time pass rate. They also
informed us that there is no data on accurate problem-solving
time. For the third context, they chose the prerequisite graph
of learning concepts since the five-star rating is not informative
for future learning. After this process, we got three candidates
with medium-fidelity.

Moreover, we performed informal testing with seven students
(two females, five males, age: 24 ± 2.85) to improve the
visual designs. To avoid affecting students’ perceptions in
the real deployment later in the on-going course, all seven
students were recruited from previous semesters by snowball
sampling. These tests revealed that a certain amount of text
annotations were needed. They gave us many suggestions
on the title and legends such as adding “the word ‘exam”’,
“some titles like the sequence of your answers”, and so on.
They also provided suggestions on the layout; “horizontal is
better for saving space”. We modified the three visualizations
according to students’ suggestions and obtained the final three
high-fidelity prototypes as shown in Fig. 1- 3.

Visualization Designs

Figure 1. V1 shows how good students and struggling students spend
their time on solving the problem and reviewing before the exam in order
to convey gaming the system by submitting frequently may need to spend
much more time reviewing the question before an exam.

V1 (Fig. 1) is designed to convey that gaming the system
through frequent submissions may result in spending a much
longer time reviewing questions before an exam (G1). There
are three rows in this visualization. The first row describes
how good students spend time on this question, the second row
shows how struggling students spend time on this question,
and the third row is the student’s own submission sequence.
Each bar on the row is a submission, whose colors, red and
green, represent incorrect and correct submission, respectively.
Yellow blocks mean the reflection time while blue ones repre-
sent the reviewing time before the exam. To achieve G2, first,
by comparing the second row with the first row, we see that
the yellow block is smaller between each bar while the blue
trunk is much longer, by which we want to enhance the per-
suasiveness on spending more time between two submissions.
Second, students can compare his/her records with the good
students and struggling students to remind themselves of re-
flection instead of gaming. As shown in Fig. 1, this student has
four recent submissions, and the time interval between each
submission is short. Therefore, he/she tends to be similar to
a struggling student, which may make it possible to persuade
him/her to spend a longer time on reflection. We try to make
it intuitive by using rectangles and basic colors (G3).

V2 (Fig. 2) is designed to convey that difficult problems take
considerable effort for other students to solve and that it is
unproductive to give up quickly by resorting to gaming the sys-
tem (G1). According to instructors’ suggestions, we use mean
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Figure 2. V2 shows the attempt times of peers by mean attempts and
first-time pass rate from last semester in order to convey that difficult
problems take considerable effort for other students to solve and that it
is unnecessary to give up quickly by resorting to gaming the system.

attempts and the first-time pass rate to indicate the difficulty
level of this problem. Additionally, we tell what percentage of
students a student “beats” to make this design more persuasive.
We use the red and green bars to represent incorrect and correct
submissions, respectively (G3). To resolve the problem that
no first-time pass rate exists when no one submits their answer
in the exercise, we use the data of this exercise from the last
semester. E.g., in Fig. 2, the historical first-time rate is only
0.16, and the number of mean attempts is four, indicating that
this problem is quite difficult. Although this student solved the
problem on the fourth attempt, he/she is better than or as good
as 70% of students with more trials. In addition, if the student
tries to guess the correct answer by submitting many times,
he/she will beat fewer students, which persuades him/her to
think carefully about being competitive in the class (G2).

Figure 3. V3 shows one example of the prerequisite relationship among
learning concepts in order to convey that learning concepts are con-
nected and that the negligence of one concept may hinder the mastery
of later concepts due to the cumulative nature of the course.

V3(Fig 3) is designed to convey that learning concepts are
connected and that the negligence of one concept may hinder
the mastery of later concepts due to the cumulative nature of
the course (G1). Each rectangle represents a learning concept,
and the arrow from A to B means A is the prerequisite of B. We
constructed the concept hierarchy based on the prerequisites
relationship labeled by the instructors for each question. The
background color of the rectangle represents how much the
student has mastered the learning concept. The green one
means students’ average score on that learning concept is high
enough, indicating the student has mastered the concept, while
the red one means that the corresponding learning concept

needs to be reviewed. Furthermore, the yellow one means
the current learning module, and the grey ones require an
understanding of the current learning concept. The reason we
use this structure is that existing research reported that the tree
structure is easy to understand [29] (G3). We attempted to use
this concept graph to show the connections between learning
concepts and the importance of the current one. We also use
red rectangles to persuade students to review previous learning
concepts for solving the current problem if they can not solve
them correctly (G2). These rectangles are clickable and can
direct students to the corresponding pages.

EVALUATION
To answer RQ3, we deployed our interventions (reflective
nudges) on the research platform we designed for. This serves
as a technology probe for understanding users’ needs and ex-
periences in a real-world setting to inform the proper design
of technologies. We analyzed data from students’ submission
records, online questionnaires, and in-depth interviews to gain
insights into the effectiveness of our approach to gaming re-
duction, information conveyance, reflection promotion, and
visualization understanding.

Experiment Design
This part describes the deployment setting, online question-
naires, and the procedure of post-study interviews.

Deployment Setting We launched our reflective nudges on the
previously mentioned online programming homework plat-
form, which has been used by a university-level introductory
programming course with 205 students from various depart-
ments. Since gaming behavior is affected by many contex-
tual factors such as time (beginning of the semester, midterm
period, etc.) and problem attributes (topic, difficult level,
etc.) [37], we selected problems from the last module of the
course to ensure the relative consistency of these factors (time
and topics). Also, it might be easier for us to observe the effect
as a certain number of students are likely to game the system
due to the time pressure in that period.

In particular, the last course module has four multiple-choice
questions (P1-P4), and students have to finish them within two
weeks. We applied our interventions to the last two questions
and used the students’ submission behavior on the first two
questions to describe their gaming patterns before adding our
interventions. We divided the students into four groups evenly
(44) by randomizing their ids (three experimental groups, each
receiving one of the three visualizations during the problem-
solving process, and one control group without visualization
intervention), but each group had some students who did not
log in the system to do the exercises and thus the final numbers
were uneven (39 students in the control group; 37, 44, and 38
students in V1, V2, V3 group, respectively).

Fig. 4 shows the system interface. The reflective nudges were
embedded below the system feedback (Fig. 4C) and showed
up each time students clicked the “submit” button (Fig. 4B).
This setup aims to promote the intended reflection after sub-
missions, based on the theory that the short-lived nature of
priming effects demands the intended persuasive outcome to
follow its corresponding priming stimulus closely in time [45].
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Figure 4. The interface of the online programming homework platform
(A: Partial score of the current submission; B: “Submit” button; C: Re-
sult of the current submission, correct or incorrect).

Questionnaire Upon finishing all the questions, participants
in the non-control groups were invited to fill out a post-
study online questionnaire (optional) derived from a previous
study [47] and the requirements by the instructors that we were
not supposed to disturb the process with a long and open-ended
questionnaire. These questions, listed below, are to measure
the efficacy of the proposed gaming interventions in terms of
information conveyance (Q1), reflection promotion (Q2 and
Q3), and visualization understanding (Q4) on a 7-point Likert
scale (from "1. Strongly disagree" to "7. Strongly agree").
Note that Q1 has three versions (Q1-1, Q1-2, and Q1-3) cor-
responding to three types of reflective nudges, respectively.
Q1-1 This visualization clearly shows that ‘gaming the system
may cause a longer time to review before the exam to ensure
the final performance’. Q1-2 This visualization clearly shows
‘peers also spend considerable efforts on the difficult problems
and gaming the system may cost more attempts than peers’.
Q1-3 This visualization clearly shows ‘a learning concept is
related to other learning concepts, so gaming the system on the
questions may impair the performance on the others’. Q2 This
visualization helps you reflect on your perception of “gam-
ing the system” behavior. Q3 This visualization helps you
reflect on your question-answering behavior. Q4 It is easy to
understand this visualization.

In-depth Interviews Since four questions with 7-point scales
may not gather all information, we conducted post-study in-
terviews with students who had received the interventions to
gather reasons behind their questionnaire ratings and sugges-
tions on these intervention designs. Altogether, we interviewed
eight students (S1-S8, six males, age: 24 ± 3.48, with back-
grounds in computer science, political science, psychology,
and economics), whom we recruited on-site after office hours
and sent recruitment emails to the course mailing list. As
nearly no new insight emerged after the sixth interviewee, we
did not conduct further recruitment. We asked about which
interventions they received and their ratings again since we
could not cross-check their anonymous survey results. Four
of them received V2, two V1, and two V3. All procedures
were approved by the local university’s Institutional Review
Board. Each interview lasted about 60 mins and students were
compensated with $8.

The interview proceeded as follows. (1) We collected the
participant’s consent by signing the consent form. (2) We
provided a 5-min introduction of the project and then collected
their responses to general questions such as “did you finish the
last two questions in week 12?”, “which visualization did you
receive?”. We also showed the platform to help interviewees to
recall their experiences with the visualization designs. (3) We
went over all the three designs with each interviewee and asked
Q1 - Q4 for the elaboration on their ratings. For example, if a
participant gives a rating 5 (Somewhat Agree) in Q2, we would
ask them which part(s) of the visualization helped on their
reflection on gaming behavior and how. In addition, we added
a fifth question to gain insights into room for improvement: Q5
How can it be improved to help you promote your reflection
on your “gaming the system” behavior?

Results and Analysis
We report the students’ submission data, questionnaire ratings,
and interview feedback in the following four aspects: indica-
tion of potential gaming reduction, information conveyance,
reflection promotion, and visualization understanding.

Potential Gaming Reduction Although the goal of this study
is not to systematically validate the behavior-changing effect
of our designs, we still inspect students’ behavior to check
the potential influence on behavior. We identified all possi-
ble gaming behavior in students’ submission records based
on two distinctive patterns extracted students’ self-reports as
presented in Section 3 (Context Understanding of Gaming):
1) “submitting the answer many times within a very short
period of time”, and 2) “submitting an empty solution first,
followed by another answer shortly afterward according to
the partial score returned by the system”. Then we manu-
ally labeled submissions records of five problems from the
previous semester by two authors. By tuning the thresholds
of time duration between two submissions and submission
times to distinguish gaming from non-gaming based on la-
beled data, we then calculated the ratio of gaming students for
each problem accordingly.

P1 P2 P3 P4
V1-time spending(37) 0.30 0.65 0.11 0.08
V2-attempt number(44) 0.34 0.63 0.16 0.07
V3-prerequisite graph(38) 0.37 0.63 0.21 0.16
Baseline1-control group(39) 0.26 0.59 0.21 0.23
Baseline2-last semester(138) 0.32 0.65 0.21 0.16
First-time pass rate 0.26 0.09 0.71 0.56

Table 2. Gaming proportions change over time on four problems, among
three experimental groups (V1, V2, and V3) and two Baselines (control
group and last-semester group). The number of students in each group
is shown in the parentheses. The last row is the first-time pass rate of
these four problems in this semester to indicate the difficulty levels.

Table 2 shows the changes in the proportion of students with
gaming behaviors across problems P1 - P4 among three exper-
imental groups (V1-time on problems, V2-number of attempts,
and V3-prerequisites graph) and one control group (Baseline1).
We also added another baseline (Baseline2) – historical sub-
mission records on these four problems from the previous
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semester. The first-time pass rate of each problem is also pro-
vided for reference. Problems P1 and P2 were released just
before the deployment of our interventions on P3 and P4.

As shown in Table 2, while the gaming portion over the four
problems fluctuated with the problem’s level of difficulty in-
ferred from the first-time pass rate (P1-P4: 0.26, 0.1, 0.71,
0.56), one can identify some evidence that the proportion of
gaming students decreased in V1 and V2 compared with Base-
lines. These two groups had a larger or similar percentage of
students who gamed on P1 and P2 compared with the Base-
lines. After launching V1 and V2, the rate of gaming dropped
to 11% and 16% on the first problem P3, smaller than 21%
in the control group and previous semester. By the second
problem P4, the rate of gaming further declined to 8% and
7%, much lower than 20% in Baseline1. We used z-test to
evaluate whether there are any significant differences of gam-
ing students between V1, V2, V3 with Baselines on P3 and
P4. In particular, we found that on P4, V1 has a marginally
significant difference (p = 0.07 < 0.1) compared with Base-
line1 and that V2 has a significant difference compared with
Baseline1 (p = 0.04 < 0.05), while V3 has no significant dif-
ference compared with both Baselines. Generally, it seems
that the exposure to V1 and V2, but not V3, might have a po-
tential impact on students’ actual practice. We further explore
potential explanations in the post-study interviews.

Q1-Information
conveyance

Q2-Reflection
on gaming

Q3-Reflection
on question-
answering

Q4-Easy
to understand

V1 4.6(1.7) 4.3(1.8) 4.3(1.8) 3.7(1.9)
V2 5.2(1.5) 4.7(1.2) 4.4(1.3) 5.1(1.2)
V3 5.8(0.7) 5.0(1.2) 5.3(1.1) 4.7(1.8)

Table 3. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) for ratings of
agreement (1-strongly disagree, 4-neither agree nor disagree, 7-strongly
agree) on questions: Q1. information conveyance, Q2. reflection on gam-
ing, Q3. reflection on question-answering, and Q4. easy to understand
by conditions (V1, V2, and V3).

Information Conveyance Tab. 3 shows the means and stan-
dard deviations of students’ ratings on Q1-Q4 in the optional
online survey. The numbers of valid responses we received in
V1, V2, V3 are 11, 11, and 12, respectively. Survey question
Q1 is used to test whether the visualization clearly conveys the
information, reasons not to game, to students (design goal G1).
Results show that the average scores are all above 4 (neither
disagree nor disagree) across V1, V2, and V3, confirming that
our designs deliver the message clearly to some extent.

In the interview, six out of eight interviewees generally thought
V1 communicates with clarity the idea that if students spend
less time on solving questions seriously, they will need more
time to review before the exam. “The big blue block clearly
shows a longer review time. It serves as a warning.” – S1,
male, 25. “Obvious to know to guess more will meet trouble
in the exam period.” – S5, male, 28. “It gives a clear idea
of how students should structure their time.” – S6, male,
29. S4 said that students might fail to notice the blue block
(exam review), which would hinder their understanding of
the information. Additionally, S3 suggested there should be
gaming text explicitly shown adjacent to the visualization.

All participants believed that V2 allows users to calibrate their
performance against peers straightforwardly, indicating that
there is no need to rush on difficult problems. They felt it was
evident that “guessing can not make you better than peers”–
S6, male, 29. “And the visualization helped students focus on
the difficulty level by showing the attempts information, the
average amount of effort required, and first-time pass rate.”–
S8, female, 25.

Six out of eight students thought V3 clearly conveyed that
gaming the system on the questions might impair the perfor-
mance on others because one learning concept is related to
other learning concepts. “It shows you, in a different way,
why guessing isn’t going to lead you spending less time by
showing you how the questions themselves are connected cor-
respondingly.” – S6, male, 29. “We’re just looking on how to
improve learning behavior, which is good. Trying to eliminate
guessing behavior is how you improve learning.” –S7, male,
24. Two participants (S1 and S8) mentioned that relating the
visualization with “guessing” behavior was not easy.

In general, these three visualizations convey the corresponding
information to a certain degree. It is somewhat effective to
use the designed visualization to communicate reasons not to
game with students.

Reflection Promotion Our designs try to promote students’
reflection on gaming – about the negative effect it entails and
alternative strategies instead of gaming (design goal G2). We
asked two questions regarding this matter in our survey and
interviews: (Q2) revisitation of one’s perception of gaming,
and (Q3) introspection of one’s current question-answering
behavior. Average survey ratings of Q2 and Q3 are all above 4
(neither agree nor disagree), which indicates that our designs
can encourage students to review the ramifications of gaming
to some extent.

In the post-study interviews, six out of eight students gave
comments on how V1 stimulated their reflections. Apart from
spending more time on thinking to save time for exam reviews,
two students found it good for hard-working students to persist.
E.g., “if a student who is trying to work hard but haven’t got
the correct answer and they see they fall in this category (good
students’ in V1). I think it’s very good because I think it’s
even more helpful than for the other students. So they don’t
feel frustrated. It is consistent with all these other successful
students. So they know that success is coming. They just have
to keep doing what they’re doing.” – S7, male, 24. They also
gave certain suggestions for removing some redundant infor-
mation in the design to improve the effectiveness of promoting
reflection; e.g, “remove the 20s”(S7) and “not necessary to
differentiate between correct and incorrect submission” (S5).

As for V2, six students suggested that they had a deeper un-
derstanding of the negative consequences brought by gaming
and were clearer about the next steps they would take instead
of gaming. They discussed how different components of the
design led them to take gaming more seriously. “The first-time
pass rate helps reflect on how other students treat this problem
since it’s very, very unlikely for someone totally guessing to
get around the first.” – S7, male, 24. “The average number
pushes people to reflect on their own position compared with
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the class and whether they should work harder.” – S8, female,
25. “‘Beat’ and ‘first-time pass rate’ make me feel like I will
be more cautious in the future and spend more time on learning
and verifying.” – S3, male, 23. The interviewees also pointed
out some potential drawbacks of the V2 design. S4 compared
it with V1 and said that “mean attempts are not so alarming as
the exam review bar.” Additionally, S1 and S7 were concerned
that “low self-esteem or hard-working students might get hurt
by seeing this (their attempts more than the mean attempts).”

Four students thought V3 got them to revisit their belief about
gaming behavior. “It’s kind of hint and helps you think the
question twice.” – S1, male, 25. However, seven students felt
that “it is more reflective on learning than gaming” – S7, male,
24. In the interview, the students mentioned more specifically
that “it helps reflect and think on how concepts are connected”
– S1, male, 25. “One more towards your actually reflecting
on the course content and things that you need to understand
to move forward... get them (other students) to review before
question/exam.” – S5, male, 28. The interviewees also noted
that V3 assisted them in identifying space to improve. “It’s
focused very clearly on the exact skills that they need to do
well, telling people where are missing and reinforcing people
wanting to actually spend time on the work, guiding them on
how to get to that feeling (rewarding).” – S6, male, 29.

Overall, gaming directly relates to people’s submission behav-
ior (emphasis of V1 and V2 design), but its association with
higher-level learning concepts behind the homework problems
(the core of V3 design) is not as apparent. Students thought
things related to exams, time, and peers’ performances can
more easily be linked with gaming behavior. This observa-
tion might as well explain the less obvious gaming behavior
reduction in V3 on problems P3 and P4.

Visualization Understanding Our third design goal (G3) is to
make the designs intuitive. Q4 is designed to verify whether
the visualizations are easy to understand. From the rating,
the mean scores of V2 and V3 are above 4 (neither agree nor
disagree), but below 4 for V1.

According to the interviews, four out of eight students thought
V1 was not readily understandable. The main reasons identi-
fied are that there are “too many components” (S1, S3, and
S4), that “fonts are small” (S7), and that it is “not clear where
you should start reading” (S7). S5 further explained, “it’s
near the exam and students do not want to spend extra time on
extra information.” Six out of eight students found V2 rather
straightforward and intuitive. V2 is easier to understand than
V1 because “there are only two colors” (S4), “the graphics
match very well” (S6), and “the green and red colors are
a good stimulus, like the traffic light in the psychology area”
(S2). Students thought V3 had a clear layout with the tree
structure and the only change they brought up was that the
legends could be bigger (S4).

In sum, V2 and V3 are rather easy to grasp for students in
the real-world deployment, while V1 is somewhat complex to
comprehend fully in a short period. This calls our attention
to the fact that real-world deployment is stricter about the
expressiveness and simplicity of visual design.

Summary We have some suggestive data that V1 and V2 may
have better gaming reduction effects compared with the control
groups on the two problems we deployed. The online rating
and in-person interviews show that all three visualizations (V1,
V2, and V3) convey reasons not to game to a certain extent.
They all encourage students to review the ramifications of
gaming behavior to some degree. In particular, V1 and V2
promote reflecting more on gaming itself, whereas V3 seems
to lead students to think more about their question-answering
behavior. V2 and V3 are easier to understand than V1.

DISCUSSION
This section first summarizes a set of design considerations of
reflective nudges in online learning. Further, it discusses the
generalization and limitations of the current work.

Design Considerations
We list five design considerations for reflective nudge designs
from both information and visualization perspectives.

Color is effective. As for visual design, among all visual en-
codings (e.g., size, shape, etc.), color was mentioned the most
and consistently by the students with a short exposure to differ-
ent visualizations and its persuasiveness was not addressed by
previous research related to learning. They identified several
usages of colors to make a visual nudge more effective. Colors
can show the contrast between “good” and “bad”. “(For V3) I
like red as the need to review and green as you master it. Red
is like to stop. Green is like to continue to work. Then when
you see green, you go to the next one. I think the color scheme
works. I think this is very clear” – S6, male, 29. “(For V3) the
green and red color are good stimuli, like the traffic light in
the psychology area” – S2, female, 19. “(For V1) so let’s say
if it takes more than 20 seconds, and it’s (space between two
submissions) yellow. If it’s less than 20 seconds, it shows a
different color.” – S7, male, 24. Moreover, the color highlight
can make the corresponding information more visually salient.

“Use more bight color to emphasize the exam review.” – S3,
male, 23; S4, male, 20. One thing to keep in mind is that one
should not use too many colors in the persuasive visualiza-
tion [32]. “Because the other one (V1) has like a few more
colors like red, green, yellow and blue. Here, there’s (V2) only
red or green. The message is more clear.” – S7, male, 24.

Perceived authenticity increases persuasiveness. Enhancing
the perceived authenticity of data can improve the persuasive-
ness. In our interview, five out of eight students asked for
revealing the data source (e.g., which semester) in V2 and V3
to make the message more compelling. “(In V2), show it
explicitly that the data (historical first-time pass rate) is from
*** course from 2018 winter semester. People will be more
sensitive.” – S5, male, 28. “(In V3), maybe you can add that
it’s suggested by the instructor.” – S3, male, 23. This result is
in line with the conclusion in the previous research that highly
educated people were more likely to value the source of data
visualization [40].

Time-related information is important. Time management is
a critical issue in online learning [34, 28], especially when
one has committed to the rigorous demands of a college educa-
tion. We learned that saving time is the top excuse for gaming
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among the university students we had interviews with at the
needs-finding stage. According to the post-study feedback,
one possible reason why V1 may have a relatively good effect
on gaming reduction is that it shows students how to manage
their time more effectively. Recent studies on learning dash-
boards also show that students cared more about the graphical
information related to time expenditure [28], and they appre-
ciated being aware of how individuals spend their time [42].
Therefore, designers should integrate the time-related infor-
mation to motivate students’ learning behaviors.

Connecting to peers is worth considering. Showing informa-
tion related to peers can stimulate students to reflect. Four
interviewees liked V2 because it made them feel that they
were working alongside other students, which aligns with the
“relatedness” rule (i.e. doing the learning activities helps them
feel more connected to others) of motivating students [22].
Showing the average performance, the first-time pass rate
of the class (V2), and the examples of good and struggling
students (V1) are all possible ways to help students better
position themselves among peers. “So you’ll feel connected
to this (’beat *** students’). This number will directly remind
where you stand in the class.” – S5, male, 28. However, one
should be aware that while showing such information seemed
to benefit most of the interviewees, it may have certain side
effects on students who work hard but are not good at this
problem as discussed in Results and Analysis. One thing we
could do to mitigate possible negative effects of having peer
information is to personalize the visualizations according to
students’ learning state (gaming or hard-working). Further-
more, showing information related to peers’ learning habits
(e.g., time spent on solving problems) instead of emphasizing
performance may make a nudge less aggressive, e.g., in V1,
no students interviewed commented that there are any side
effects.

Ensuring a good grasp of information is critical. According
to the post-study interviews, students tend to have a strict
requirement of intuitiveness in a real-world setting. “It takes
me 4-5 seconds to understand, but it needs to reduce down
to 2-3 seconds (for V1).” – S3, male, 23. It is not a simple
job to make informative and persuasive visualizations that
can be grasped within several seconds when the information
is complex or its amount is large. There are two possible
ways to ensure effective conveyance of information in such
a case. The first approach is to present the information at
various levels and allow interactive exploration. We can hide
the details and ensure that the most critical message is visually
salient and intuitive to comprehend in a very short time. If
users are interested in learning more, they can bring up further
information interactively. For example, in V3 which aims to
show that learning concepts are connected, we only display
the names of the learning concepts first. If users want to
learn more about the actual contents, they can click on the
rectangle to open the corresponding page. The second method
is to attract and hold users’ attention so that they stay with
the visualization for a long enough time to process all the
information. For instance, if the information is abstract or
complex, we can apply techniques like animation as suggested
by S5, “maybe you can use animation to show how good

students and struggling students spend their time to attract
students (for V1).”

Generalizability to Other Platforms
Our designs (V1, V2) can be easily generalized to other learn-
ing platforms that allow multiple submissions. The reason is
that V1 and V2 only use the submission records to calculate
the time between consecutive submissions and the number of
attempts. Online learning systems always keep such records
for users to track their progress, and thus V1 and V2 can be
readily employed on them. V3 may need the prerequisites
relationship among instructional units, which can either be
labeled by instructors or inferred according to submission
records [43]. For learning platforms that do not allow multiple
submissions, our designs (V1, V2) can be easily adjusted to
replace the submission with other learning behavior such as
seeking help, inquiring hints, or watching videos during the
learning process.

Limitations and Future Work
First, we only deployed our visualization interventions on two
problems in one week. While our goal is to use our informa-
tion visualizations as a technology probe for understanding
users’ needs and experiences in a real-world setting to inform
the proper design of reflective technologies, the time is too
short to test whether our designs have any significant effect
on reducing gaming behavior. Second, we did not personalize
which visualization to display according to student attributes
or problem properties, e.g., whether the current problem is
difficult or not for a specific student, whether the student is
working hard or not. We randomly divided the students into
four groups in order to collect a relatively equal amount of
feedback for each information visualization design since the
current study focused on exploring what kinds of information
and designs are more effective in promoting student’s reflec-
tion in general. In the future, we plan to deploy the information
visualizations for a longer time to systematically validate the
behavior-changing effects in a personalized manner as well
as their influence on the learning outcomes. Furthermore, we
plan to explore more reflective nudge designs such as incorpo-
rating interaction or animation techniques.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed reflective nudges, a new way of pro-
moting students’ reflection on why gaming is not encouraged,
using persuasive visualizations. Specifically, we identified
three common gaming contexts and involved students and
instructors in co-designing context-specific persuasive visual-
izations. We deployed our information visualizations on a real
online programming homework platform. Through embedded
surveys and in-person interviews, we found some evidence
that the designs can promote students’ reflection on gaming
and got suggestive data that two of the visualizations may re-
duce gaming compared with the control group. We presented
design considerations on reflective nudges in online learning.
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